Central Region

POLY PROCESSING

LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:
- LUGS & POCKETS
  - ROTATED 45° VIEW FOR CLARITY. SET PLAN VIEW FOR DEGREE LOCATIONS

LIFTING LUG

SEE POCKET

45°, 135°, 225°, 315°

NOTE:
MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER SIDEWALL FITTINGS

STANDARD COVER:
- 1/2" VACUUM BREATHER THR'D
- BLACK PAINT
- STICK L. 4558

POCKET DETAIL
- SCALE: NONE

NOTES:
- THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
- DIMENSIONS WILL VARY DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTI-PLANE MOLDS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.

CALCULATED CAPACITIES:
- VOLUME IN U.S. GALLONS

INNER: 750
OUTER: 944

REV "A" REVISED DIMENSIONS BY JB 5/11/16